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Key of Gm7 1)

G₉/₇ G₇ Gm G₇SUS

Gm G₇ G₉/₇ Gm₇

G₇ G₉/₇ G₇ G₇SUS

G₉/₇ G₉/₇ G₇ G₉/₇

G₉/₇ G₉/₇ G₇ G₇SUS

G₇ G₉/₇ G₇ G₇SUS

G₉/₇ G₉/₇ G₇ G₇SUS
STRING CROSSING with 3 NOTE m7 type "SMALL-VOICES" CHORD HEADS + FRAGMENTS

I.
- Key of Cm7
- Key of Dm7
- Key of Am7

II.
- Key of Gm7
- Key of Fm7

(Additional diagrams and markings present)